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Abstract . In this short paper we sketch an enhancement of our co-notation, a specification 
language for the behavioural description of a wide class of information processing systems 
which supports a constraint-oriented specification style. The enhancement substantially 
improves previous versions of the notation by allowing for the dynamic creation and 
elimination of constraints. The formal, operational semantics of the (extended) co-notation 
has been re-designed in a form which should favour both the exploration of further variants 
of the notation and its object-oriented implementation. 

Introduction 

The co-notation [1, 2] is a declarative specification language for the behavioural 
description of a wide class of information processing systems. Its wide applicability 
is due to the fact that the notation offers very few, but very powerful constructs, 
which are used for describing possibly nested constraints on the values of state 
variables and data structures, and on the values and the ordering in time of actions. 
We have presented elsewhere our notation, and have already illustrated the benefits of 
structuring behavioural descriptions in terms of compositions of constraints. (The 
reader interested in constraint-oriented specification may also refer to [3], where this 
style was first introduced in the context of the LOTOS language [4].) However, a non 
trivial limitation of our notation, in its original form, is that the set of constraints 
enforced by a co-spec (this term shall denote a specification in co-notation throughout 
the paper) is fixed. We want to relax this limitation for three reasons: 

1. The behaviour of some of the systems that are conveniently described in a 
constraint-oriented style may well go through phases where further constraints 
are temporarily enforced, e.g. critical phases where the 'normal' operability has to 
be restricted by blocking some actions or narrowing the scope of their 
parameters. 
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2. Although the co-notation has been conceived for supporting a constraint-oriented 
specification style, and constraints are usually understood as partial views on the 
system functionality, one can use them also for modelling concrete entities, or 
data-encapsulating objects, intended as in object-oriented design. In 0-0 design 
objects can be dynamically created and eliminated: we wish to do the same with 
the objects/constraints of the co-notation. 

3. On a longer term, we are interested in the integration of constraint-oriented and 
object-oriented specification styles. In [5] Meyer writes that 'Object-Oriented 
design may be defined as a technique which, unlike classical (functional) design, 
bases the modular decomposition of a software system on the classes of objects 
the system manipulates, not on the functions the system performs'. On the other 
hand, constraints are functional views. Thus, by reducing the conceptual distance 
between objects and constraints we attempt to bring back classical functional 
decomposition (in a revisited form) into software design, without giving up the 
well established advantages of 0-0 thinking. A preliminary investigation on this 
topic is found in [6], where a constraint-oriented enrichment of the ObjectZ 
specification notation [7] is described. 

Another concrete objective of our work was to consider an alternative formulation of 
the formal semantics of the co-notation (originally given in [8]) which could naturally 
lend itself to the covering of the new dynamic features of the language. 

An example of a dynamiC constraint set 

The purpose of this section is to illustrate, by an example, the new feature of 
constraint creation. A system called agency offers a database lookup service by 
dynamically creating search agents. Agents accept requests and money from users, 
access a data base, and return information to users, adding commercial information. 

Agency 

The agency interacts with the external world through the following actions: Q, for 
users to pose a lookup request, A for the agency to return to the users the requested 
information, Db for the agency to interrogate a database after user requests, and Com 
for the agency to obtain a commercial ad to insert in the answer to the users. The 
behaviours of the users, of the database and of the commercial ad provider are not part 
of the specification. 

The agency maintains a set of Known_Keys, which represents the current 
information keys to be looked up on behalf of the users, and is initially empty. A Safe 
is also kept, for collecting money; its initial value is zero. 

The agency simply consists in a number of independent agents that carry out the 
requested lookup work, and a mechanism for creating new agents when needed. 
Initially there are no agents. 



agency [Q, A, Db, Com] := 
state variables 

Known_Keys - {}, 
Safe = 0 

constraints 
new_agent [QI] (Q, A, Db, Com) <Known_Keys, Safe >. 
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The co-notation offers two types of constraint: elementary and compound. The 
fmgment above is the definition of compound constmint agency, which is the top 
constraint of the specification. Its four actions are listed in square bmckets after the 
constraint name, indicating the interface where the constraint is potentia1ly active. 
The body of the constraint definition, following the definition symbol ':=', consists of 
two sections. Section state variables declares the two variables Krwwn_Keys and 
Safe and their initia1 va1ues. Section constraints includes the conjunction of constraint 
instantiations (there is only one here) that determine the initia1 behaviour of the 
system; this is ca1led a co-expression. Action Q, in the instantiation of new_agent, is 
marked with the synchronisation decoration, which can in fact assume two forms: 

1. closed action decoration: '!' -- by writing 'A!' in a constmint instantiation we 
indicate that the action does not synchronise with other instances of A supported 
by other constraint instantiations in the same co-expression. 

2. open action decoration: '?' (the default case) -- by writing 'A?' or simply 'A' in a 
constmint instantiation we indicate that the action is required to synchronise with 
a11 the other open instances of A in the same co-expression. 

Constmint new _agent represents the agent generation mechanism, which is triggered 
by Q actions. In its instantiation, actions Q, A, Db, and Com appear a1so in round 
parentheses: these parentheses are used here for passing action names to be used when 
creating new agent instances. Finally the constraint insists on the two variables 
Known_Keys and Safe, which are listed in angle brackets, and are ca1l-by-reference 
parameters. 

A query from a user is posed to the agency via action Q. The action carries three 
va1ues: Userld is the identity of the user, and sha11 be used a1so in the answer to the 
query; Key is the keyword about which the user requires information; Fee is the 
amount of money that the user spends for the requested service. When the Key is not 
one of those a1ready known (Known_Keys) a new agent is created, who collects the 
user Fee, and records the Key and the Userld in order to satisfy the request. 

new_agent [Val] (Q, A, Db, Com) <Known_Keys, Safe> :
Val = (Userld, Key, Fee), 
Key f!;. Known_Keys, 
Known_Keys' = Known_Keys U {Key} 
create agent [QI, AI, Dbl, Coml] 

(Key, {Userld}, Fee) <Known_Keys, Safe>. 
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This fragment is an example of elementary constraint definition. Unlike compound 
constraints, elementary constraints (also called active predicates) can only insist on 
one action. The instance of active predicate new_agent in the body of the definition 
of compound constraint agency, insists on action Q, which is listed in square brackets .. 
In the header of an active predicate definition the parameter in square brackets is 
always the reserved variable Val , which represents the value of that action. The 
header also contains a list of call-by-value parameters, in round parentheses, and a list 
of two state variables, Known_Keys and Safe upon which the constraint insists. The 
body of the definition, preceded by the symbol ':-', consists of a conjunction of logical 
predicates on that action value, on the pre-and post-values (relative to the action 
occurrence) of the state variables listed in the header, and on the other parameters. 
Post-values are identified by the primed decoration (e.g. Known.J(.eys' ), as in the Z 
notation [9]. 

In static co-notation the set of composed constraints is fixed while in the dynamic 
extension it may increase or decrease. Create is a special predicate for doing this. It 
is always satisfied, it does not participate in the identification of satisfactory values 
for unbound variables, and its effect is to create an instance of a constraint, possibly 
parameterized by the variables known in its environment. In the nested constraint 
structure a newly created constraint appears one level up w.r.t. to its creation location. 
Hence, new agents pop up as brothers of constraint new _agent, in the body of agency. 

Agent 

An agent is in charge of looking up the database (action Db) for obtaining the 
information (Info) associated with a given Key and returning it via action A to all the 
users (Ids) that have expressed interest in that Key. The agent in charge of a Key caD. 
accept new queries only from users interested in that Key, and keeps track of this 
growing group of users. Users pay for this service; when the agent has collected 
enough requests, thus enough money in its Budget, it looks for the Info in the 
database, in turn paying for it out of its Budget, and also deposits the remaining 
money into the Safe of the agency. Then the agent delivers the information back to 
the interested users, enriched by a commercial ad that the agent obtaines from a 
separate source (Com). 

agent [Qr A, Db, Com](Key, 
state variables 

Info = null, 
Ids .. IdsO, 
Budget .. BudgetO 

IdsO, BudqetO)<Known_Keys,Safe> := 

constraints 
question 
lookup 
commercial 

[Q] (Key) <Info, Ids, Budget>, 

answer 
sequencer 

[Db] (Key) <Info, Budget, Safe>, 
[Com] <Info>, 

[A] (Key) <Info, Ids, Known_Keys>, 
[Q, Db, Com, A]. 
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Compound constraint agent insists all four actions of the specification. It is 
parameterized by a Key, by an initial set IdsO of users interested in that key, and by an 
initial value BudgetO for the agent Budget. This constraint encapsulates three state 
variables: the In/o, initially set to a null value, the set Ids identifying the interested 
users, and the Budget; the latter two state variables are initialized by the parameters 
IdsO and BudgetO. 

The co-expression after the keyword 'constraints' is a composition of four 
elementary constraints (question, lookup, commercial, answer), each one insisting on 
a different action, and one compound constraint (sequencer) determining the legal 
orderings of those actions. The execution of an action, say A, listed in the header of a 
compound constraint definition, requires the participation of all the constraint 
instantiations, in the definition body, which include 'A?' (or 'A') in their action lists, or 
the participation of just one constraint instantiation including 'A!' in its action list For 
space reasons we illustrate only one of the five constraints above, namely the Answer 
active predicate. In co-notation one can also specify constraints that exclusively deal 
with the ordering of events: compound constraint Sequencer would be an example. 
Further discussion on event-ordering constraints and on the relation between the co
notation and PredicatelTransition nets [10] can be found in [1]. 

Answer 

The agent returns the collected information (In/o) to all the interested users, 
individually; then it removes its Key from the set of Known_Keys, and disappears. 

answer[Val] (Key) 

:-
<Ids, Known_Keys> 

IIdsl > 1, 
Val = (Id, Info), 
Id in Ids, 
Ids' = Ids - {Id}. 

answer [Val] (Key) 
<Ids,Known_Keys> 

:-
Ids = {Id}, 
Val = (Id, Info), 
Ids' = {}, 
Known_Keys' 

= Known_Keys - {Key}, 
destroy agent. 

Note that this active predicate has two alternative bodies - a circumstance that can be 
observed also in logic programming languages such as Prolog [11]. In particular, the 
second body describes the answer to the last user left, and takes care of removing the 
agent Key from the set of Known_Keys, and eliminating the agent itself. In general 
when a predicate has multiple definitions, anyone of them can be considered in order 
to satisfy its instantiation: when several bodies can be satisfied the choice is 
nondeterministic. 

Aspects of the semantics 

A co-spec is formed by a set of compound and elementary constraint definitions, 
called 'constraint definition environment' (denoted by ,1), and by an instantiation of a 
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top (or 'main') compound constraint (denoted Insto). This instantiation is closed, 
meaning that its action parameters and value parameters are constants, and that there 
are no external state variables. 

A co-spec may use standard data types (e.g. integers) and functions (e.g. sum), and 
may also include new definitions of such items. All these elements are used for 
expressing values and for building the bodies of elementary constraint definitions, but 
we do not need to be too specific about their syntax. What we basically use in those 
bodies is first-order logic with equality. 

We have devised an operational, interleaving semantics for the co-notation. The 
semantics of a closed co-spec is a possibly infinite labelled transition system (LTS) in 
which transitions have the form T---(A, Val)--->T', where Tis a configuration tree fully 
describing the system state, A is an action name, Val is the value taken by the action, 
and -r' is the new configuration tree reached by the system after the action execution. 
A configuration tree is obtained by expanding a co-spec: each internal node represents 
a compound constraint instantation, and holds the current values of some state 
variables, while each leaf represents an elementary constraint instantiation. A 
configuration tree represents the hierarchy of constraint instantiations of a 
specification. The semantics makes use of a function called instantiation expander, 
which, given a constraint instantiation, produces a configuration tree; the initial 
configuration tree for a co-spec with Insto as top constraint instantiation shall be 
obtained by applying the expansion function to Insto. Finally, rules are provided for 
deriving labelled transitions from this initial configuration tree. For space reasons, in 
the sequel we can only provide summarized definitions of these semantic components. 
In our summary we emphasize the handling of state variables, while omitting the 
description of the constraint-synchronisation mechanism (this is the simple criterion 
for selecting different sets of active predicates supporting, in turns, different action 
executions, which is based on the inspection of the decorated action lists associated 
with the constraint instantiations of co-expressions.) 

Configuration trees 

A configuration tree is a finite tree structure that completely describes the state of the 
specified system; it contains the set of constraints currently in effect, and the current 
values of the state variables. We use the acronyms CC for compound constraint and 
EC for elementary constraint. A configuration tree is formed by two types of node: 
internal nodes correspond to CC instantiations, and are called CC nodes; leaves 
correspond to EC instantiations, and are called EC nodes. A CC node corresponding 
to the instantiation of a compound constraint B is a triple (B, J!' * IT', sm * Vazm) 
where J!', IT' and s.m denote tuples of state variable names, Vazm denotes a tuple of 
values, the superscripts indicate tuple sizes, and '*' is the ordered, element-wise 
pairing of the elements of two tuples of equal size. r * IT' denotes the mapping 
between formal and actual external state variables of a constraint instantiation, and s.m 
* Vazm is the assignment of values to its internal state variables. 

An EC node corresponding to the instantiation of an elementary constraint (active 
predicate) P is a tuple (P, r * IT', n, create_destroy_statement) where r * IT' is as 
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in CC nodes, 3T: is the logical body of the active predicate, expressed in terms of the 
(formal) external state variables of the node, possibly in primed form, and 
create_destroy_statement , which may be missing, is the statement possibly found at 
the end of the predicate body for creating or destroying constraints on-the-fly, upon 
action occurrences. 

Constraint instantiation expander (.J 

This function takes a constraint instantation and returns a configuration tree for it, 
based on the constraint definition environment Lt Its recursive definition has two 
clauses, one for CC and one for EC instantiations. Consider a co-spec with top CC 
instantiation /nsto and constraint definition environment.1. The configuration tree 
associated with it shall be'ti/nsto). The configuration tree of a co-spec contains the 
values of the internal state variables that form the global system state, distributed in 
the internal nodes as variable-value pairs of the S!" * Vat:" products. Indirect 
references to these values are found in the bodies of the active predicates at the leaves 
of the configuration tree; dereferencing is achieved by following a path upwards in the 
tree, and looking up the tables of internal or external state variables until a constant 
value is found. 

Transition rules for configuration trees 

These are inference rules for transitions of type <0; !>---(A, Val)---> <d, ,£'>, where 
a and d are assignments to state variables, and '£ and ,£' are configuration forests (sets 
of configuration trees). This general form of transition is useful for a compositional 
semantic definition, where transitions of a tree are provided in terms of the transitions 
of its children; simple transitions of type ,£---(A, Val)---> ,!', are a special case, 
corresponding to a complete, closed co-spec (for which no assignment to external 
state variables is necessary, since these are missing). We need two groups of rules. 
The EC transition rules define the transitions of EC nodes, which are the leaves of the 
configuration trees. The CC transition rules define the transitions of a configuration 
tree rooted at a CC node, based, recursively, on the transitions of its immediate 
subtrees. We use a trick: the set of names of constraints to be destroyed is recorded as 
a label of the transition arrow, and propagated up the derivation tree until a node 
corresponding to a constraint to be eliminated is actually found. At this point the 
subtree rooted at that node is removed, and its name is removed from the set in the 
arrow label. 

As for the dynamic creation of new constraints, the semantics, expectedly, takes 
advantage of the already mentioned function 'tAo 

Conclusions 

The main purpose of the work partially described here has been one of devising an 
operational formal semantics for a constraint-oriented specification notation (co-
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notation) also supporting the dynamic creation and elimination of constraints. 
Constraints can also be understood as resources (like the 'agents' of our example) or 
objects, and this identification appears to us as a first step in the attractive direction of 
integrating constraint-oriented reasoning and Object-Oriented design. 

A limitation of the dynamic co-notation is that the action lists and their decorations 
are defined statically; the dynamically created constraints cannot introduce new action 
names, or modify existing action decorations, but can only fit into the predefined 
synchronisation patterns. 

We claim that the step from the current formulation of the semantics to the object
oriented implementation of an interpreter of the notation must be very short. We 
expect that the development of such a tool will shed more light on the relations 
between object-oriented and constraint-oriented specification styles, and on the 
feasibility of their integration. 
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